
"He who learns but does not think, 
is lost! He who thinks but does not 

learn is in great danger."

- Confucius



"The key to change... is to let 
go of fear."

- Rosanne Cash



"We are all in the gutter, but 
some of us are

      looking at the stars."

- Oscar Wilde



"There are two ways to live: 
you can live as if nothing is a 

miracle; you can live as if
    everything is a miracle."

- Albert Einstein



"No matter where we live on 
the planet or how difficult our 

situation seems to be, we 
have the ability to overcome 

and transcend our 
circumstances."

- Louise L. Hay



"The person who sends out positive 
thoughts activates

  the world around him positively and draws 
back to 

himself positive results."

- Norman Vincent Peale



"You can't just sit there and 
wait for people to give

you that golden dream. You've 
got to get out there

and make it happen for yourself."

- Diana Ross



"There's no substitute for 
guts."

- Paul Bear Bryant



"You discipline those under 
your supervision to

correct, to help to improve, not to 
punish."

- John Wooden



"It is a law of life, as certain as 
gravity, that to

live fully, we must learn to use 
things and

love people-not love things and 
use people."

- Dale Brown



"Be a dreamer. If you don't 
know how to dream,
     you're dead."

   - Jim Valvano



"For changes to be of any true 
value, they've got

       to be lasting and consistent. "

- Tony Robbins



"You cannot control what happens to 
you, but you

can control your attitude toward what 
happens to

you, and in that, you will be mastering 
change

rather than allowing it to master you."

- Sri Ram



"Live as if you were to die 
tomorrow. Learn as

      if you were to live forever."

   - Mahatma Gandhi



"The principle is competing 
against yourself. It's

    about self-improvement, about      
   being better than

      you were the day before."

- Steve Young



"So many of our dreams at first 
seem impossible,

     then they seem improbable, and 
then, when we

    summon the will, they soon      
     become inevitable."

  - Christopher Reeve



"There is no passion to be 
found playing small, in settling 

for a life that is less
   than the one you are capable of 

living"

- Nelson Mandela,



"Vision without action is 
merely a dream. Action

    without vision just passes the 
time. Vision with

     action can change the world."

- Joel Barker



"Develop an attitude of gratitude, and 
give thanks

for everything that happens to you, knowing 
that

  every step forward is a step toward 
achieving

   something bigger and better than your
current situation."

- Brian Tracy



"Change is the law of life. Those 
who look

   only to the past or the present are   
     certain to

       miss the future."

  - JOHN F. KENNEDY



"Only those who will risk going 
too far can

      possibly find out how far one can    
go."

- T.S. Eliot



"Most people give up just 
when they're about to

achieve success. They quit on 
the one yard line.

They give up at the last minute of 
the game, one

foot from a winning touchdown."

- Ross Perot



"Employ your time in improving 
yourself by other

   men's writings, so that you shall gain 
easily what

      others have labored hard for."

- Socrates


